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[57] ABSTRACT 
The invention concerns a process for the chaotic ?lm 
ing of documents in which the latter are equipped with 
a first code, and then in unordered sequence are ?lmed 
with the application of a pulse code, wherein of the ?rst 
code applied respectively on the documents fed for 
?lming at least the address is detected and intermedi 
ately stored, the pulse code on the exposed ?lm is de 
tected and continuously added up, and the number cor 
responding to the image of the relevant document in the 
pulse code and the address of the ?rst code are jointly 
stored as the image address. 

According to a ?rst embodiment the documents are 
paged in unordered sequence and then ?lmed with the 
allocation of a blip pulse code. According to a second 
embodiment, documents are provided with the code 
allocated respectively by a computer, whereby the 
computer contains the code and optionally further in 
formation in store. The documents are then ?lmed in 
unordered sequence with the simultaneous application 
of a pulse code, using a camera. In addition a device is 

3,685,902 B/l972 Blackert ........ .. , . 

3,853‘399 12/1974 waxsh ___________________ “ proposed for the completion of this process. 
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Re. 34,362 
I 

PROCESS FOR THE CHAOTIC FILMING OF 
DOCUMENTS AND DEVICE FOR THE 

COMPLETION THEREOF 

Matter enclosed in heavy brackets [ ] appears in the 
original patent but forms no part of this reissue speci?ca 
tion; matter printed in italics indicates the additions made 
by reissue. 

This is a continuation of application No. 07/043,400 
filed Apr. 28, 1987, now abandoned. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The invention concerns a process for the chaotic 
?lming of documents in which the latter are equipped 
with a ?rst code and then in unordered sequence are 
?lmed with the application of a pulse code, as well as a 
device for the completion of said process. 
For reasons of space-saving and increased access 

speed, the ?lming of written documents for archival 
purposes has grown considerably in recent years. The 
conventional processes of the type described make pos 
sible the supplementations of respectively ?lmed ?les 
by newly arriving documents. Together with a subse 
quent EDP detection of the ?lmed documents in this 
way ideal ?ling becomes possible if no errors are made 
in the ?lming and the EDP detection. But this is regret 
tably not always the case. On the contrary it has been 
found that even with this type of ?ling. the errors of the 
traditional methods of document storage in ?les, sus 
pended registries etc. still continue, i.e. wrong ?ling, 
uncontrolled removal, mistakes, wrong registration, 
wrong document report coverage. etc. The resultant 
errors in the case of chaotic micro?lming amount on 
average to 4 to 6% of the total document ?ling on ?lm 
material. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention is based on the object of avoid 
ing to a far-reaching extent the errors ocurring during 
the chaotic ?lming of documents. This object is inven 
tively attained in that of the ?rst code applied on the 
documents respectively fed for ?lming at least the ad. 
dress is detected. and intermediately stored, in that the 
pulse codes exposed on the ?lm are detected and contin 
uously added, and in that the number of the pulse code 
corresponding to the image of the relevant document 
and the address of the ?rst code are jointly stored as the 
image address. 
The invention is especially suitable for a chaotic ?lm~ 

ing of documents in which the latter are paged in unord 
ered sequence and then are ?lmed with the allocation of 
a blip pulse code. 
A preferred embodiment of this process is character 

ized in that of the numerical sequence set in the paging 
member at least the ?gures corresponding to the image 
address on each ?lm are stored, in that the blip pulses 
exposed on the respective ?lm are continuously regis 
tered, added up, and intermediately stored, and in that 
when exposing the ?lm with the respective document 
the numerical sequence transferred to it from the paging 
member is compared with respect to the image address 
with the blip number corresponding to this photograph 
for identity [,1 In this way the clear allocation of doc 
ument and image address to the ?lm is ensured. 

It has been found to be especially favorable when, 
where identity is lacking between the numerical se 
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2 
quence transferred from the paging member with re 
spect to the image address and blip number correspond 
ing in order to this photograph, the ?lming process is 
automatically interrupted. 
The documents are expediently force-fed between 

the paging member and the camera taking the ?lm. By 
a visual or an acoustic display of the type of error ocur 
ring during paging and ?lming, it is additionally pro 
vided with that the corresponding errors are easily 
corrected and the wrongly addressed document is prop 
erly ?led in a repetition of the ?lming process. 
According to a further especially favorable embodi 

ment of this process, in the event of lacking identity 
between the numerical sequence transferred from the 
paging member with respect to the image address and 
the blip number corresponding to this photo, the rele» 
vant document is separately ejected and/or equipped 
with marking which show the [operaor] operator that 
for that document a new paging and ?lming must be 
implemented. 
The error rate can be further reduced if the insertion 

of the paged documents in the camera is checked and a 
blip pulse is applied on the ?lm only when a document’s 
presence has been established. If the next document 
does not arrive at the camera within a certain time 
interval, the ?lming process is expediently interrupted 
automatically. in order to ensure that in the further 
?lming after a stoppage there are no difficulties with the 
allocation of the image address, it is advisable to move 
the paging member ahead depending on the total num 
ber of blips on the ?lm. 

In a further especially preferred embodiment of this 
process, the numerical sequence set in the paging mem 
her and required for documentation is fed to a com 
puter, which detects therefrom a check digit which is 
additionally paged on said document. Expediently the 
detection of the check digit and the adjustment of the 
paging number are effected by the same computer 
which also determines the check digit. ' 
The application of the check digit simpli?es during 

the further processing of the ?lmed documents the cov 
erage of the latter in an EDP installation, whether di 
rectly from the paged documents or from the ?lm, since 
when feeding these data into the computer it can easily 
be checked by using a corresponding program from the 
check digit whether due to an oversight number rota 
tional or number transmission errors have been made, so 
that they can almost wholly be eradicated. 

It has been found that it is especially suitable when 
the check digit is determined by module 11. 
To make the process still more certain, preferably the 

application of the paging number set in the paging mem 
ber on each document is checked before its onward 
transport to the camera. 
An inventive device for the completion of this pro 

cess contains a memory, to which the numerical se 
quence set in the paging member is fed, an intermediate 
memory to which the number of blip pulse recorded on 
the ?lm is fed, [and] an adjustable delay member 
which is interposed between the memory and the inter 
mediate memory, as well as a comparator for compari 
son of the signals fed to the memory and/or to the 
intermediate [memoy] memory at certain timed inter 
vals, as well as a computer for the determination of the 
next paging number, which is in operative connection 
with the adjuster device of the paging member. 

It is expedient to use a second computer the functions 
of which under certain circumstances can also be com 
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bined with those of the ?rst computer, to determine a 
check digit from the numerical sequence set in the pag 
ing member, to which a control circuit is connected for 
the actuation of an additional numerical wheel in said 
paging member. 
The invention is further especially suitable for a pro 

cess for the chaotic ?lming of documents which are 
provided with a code respectively allocated by a com 
puter, wherein said computer contains the code and 
optionally further stored information, and the docu 
ments are in unordered sequence with the simultaneous 
application of a pulse code, by means of a camera. 
The preferred embodiment of this second process is 

characterized in that the code on the relevant document 
fed to the camera for ?lming is read, and at least its 
computer address is stored, in that the pulse code ex 
posed on the ?lm is continuously added up, and in that 
the image address thus obtained is added to the code 
stored at least with respect to its computer address and 
is transferred to the computer as well as being stored 
there with the code and optional further information. 

It is expedient when the added pulse codes are com 
bined with signals which identify the ?lm number and 
/or date and other ?lm parameters to form an image 
address. The image address is expediently intermedi 
ately stored before its addition to the computer address. 

It has been found especially favorable when the docu 
ments are force-fed between the processing station 
reading the codes and the camera taking the ?lm. 
To reduce the error rate still further a pulse code is 

only applied to the ?lm when between the detection of 
the code and the arrival of the document to be ?lmed in 
the camera. a de?nite time period has elapsed. This 
prevents. on loss of documents during a stoppage in the 
feed thereof from the scanner to the camera, any wrong 
allocation of the pulse code. To avoid possible errors in 
reading the code. which may arise especially when the 
code is fouled or damaged during handling ofthe docu 
ments. the code is allocated a check digit in the com 
puter which issues it, while after reading of the code 
and before the storage of at least the computer address 
its correctness is checked by means of a check digit 
computer. The ?lming process is automatically inter 
rupted if after the lapses of a certain interval no pulse 
code has been issued or the code read is wrong. The 
type of the error arising during ?lming is advanta 
geously displayed visually or acoustically and/or the 
relevant document is ejected. After a manual correction 
of the error or a new allocation of the code the docu 
ment is then again fed to the micro?lming means. 
For the automatic reading of the code it has been 

found favorable when the code contains a line code, 
optionally apart from a numerical and/or letter code, 
which can be visually detected. This applies especially 
when the reading of the code is done by a scanner, 
preferably a laser scanner. 
The inventive device for the completion of this sec 

ond and preferred process contains a camera, which is 
provided with a device for the selective issue ofa pulse 
code recordable on the ?lm. a force-fed for the docu 
ments to be ?lmed and a computer which allocates a 
code to each document. as well as a scanner arranged 
before the camera which reads the code on said docu 
mentv A ?rst intermediate memory is fed with the sig 
nals detected by said scanner. A second intermediate 
memory sums up the pulse code stored, on the ?lm. A 
linkage circuit is connected with the intermediate mem 
ories so that it links the signals coming from the first and 
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4 
second intermediate memories and conveys them to the 
computer for storage. 

Advantageously the computer is designed so that it 
allocates in the manner known per se a check digit to 
the code, while in this case between the scanner and the 
?rst intermediate memory a check digit computer is 
placed which checks on the correctness of the code 
read by said scanner. In a preferred development the 
device contains a delay member via which the signal 
delivered by the scanner, preferably after checking, is 
fed to a comparator at which a light barrier is arranged 
in the path of the document in its ?lming position in the 
camera so that the output signal of the comparator 
controls the shutter of the camera and/or the device for 
the issue of the pulse code and/or the transport of the 
documents. 
Between the comparator and the shutter and/or the 

device for the issue of a pulse code, it is expedient to 
position a delay member. Especially when the code 
includes a line code, it is favorable to use a laser scanner 
as the scanner, since thereby rapid and correct reading 
of the code can be attained. 

For the issue of the pulse code allocated to the image 
of the document on the ?lm, there is in the area of the 
camera in one advantageous embodiment a light source 
which provides the blip pulses on the ?lm. 

For rapid ?lming of the consecutive documents it is 
advisable to place an adjustable delay member between 
the ?rst intermediate memory and said comparator. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The enclosed drawings of two preferred embodi 
ments are intended for further explanation of the inven 
tion. 

FIG. 1 shows schematically a ?rst embodiment of a 
device for the chaotic ?lming of documents. 
FIG. 2 shows schematically a second embodiment of 

a device for the chaotic ?lming of documents. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 

In the chaotic ?lming of documents shown in FIG. 1, 
documents taken in nonselected manner from a stack 
are fed, by an intake not shown, individually and con 
secutively to a paging member 2 whereby they pass a 
light barrier which is formed by a light 3 and a photoe 
lectric cell 4. The output signal of the photocell 4 ar 
rives via a control circuit 5 with adjustable time delay at 
an actuating magnet 6 for a hammer 7, so that the latter 
is actuated after a certain time has passed since the 
document 1 has passed through said light barrier. Ham 
mer 7 strikes in the direction ofa stamping unit 9, so that 
the document is printed between unit 9 and said ham 
mer 7. The document 1 is then grasped by a [force 
fed] force-feed (Not shown in the drawing) and is moved 
in front ofthe shutter 10 ofa camera 11, along the broken 
line B which shows the path of the documents. The 
camera contains in its interior a schematically indicated 
blip setter 12, consisting of a brie?y illuminable light 
source and a corresponding lens, which places a blip on 
the ?lm 13 next to the photograph of the respective 
document 1, which in the manner known per se enables 
the operator to locate the image address on the ?lm when 
the document is needed again. 
The control of the camera shutter 10 and the actua 

tion of the blip setter 12 is done by a further light barrier 
which consists of a light source 14 and a photoelement 
115. The output signal of said photo-element 15 actuates 
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a control circuit 16 and, via a further control circuit 17, 
the blip setter 12, while the control circuits 16 and 17 
each effect a timing delay. 
The output signal of the control circuit 5 is further 

fed via a delay circuit 18 to a setting and stepping logic 
19, which effects the setting of stamping unit 9 and the 
stepping thereof after each paging process. The setting 
and stepping logic 19 is also operatively connected with 
a paging number memory 20, from which a check digit 
computer 21 obtains the relevant paging number and 
[front] from it, using a suitable algorithm, computes a 
check digit, which is fed via a check digit setting logic 
22, as shown by the arrow P2. to an additional stamping 
wheel of the paging member 2. 
The output signal of the control circuit 17 is further 

fed to a blip counter 23 and to an intermediate memory 
24 connected thereto. A comparator 25 is operatively 
connected with intermediate memory 24 as well as with 
paging number memory 20, while a delay circuit 26 
compensates for the time elapsed between the paging 
process in the paging member 2 and the exposure pro» 
cess in the camera 11 for the same document, so that by 
a comparison of the two it is ascertained that the numer 
ical sequence corresponding to the address of the docu 
ment also corresponds in the paging number to the 
corresponding address on ?lm 13. The delay member 26 
may be an adjustable time delay member when the path for 
the documents between the paging member 2 and the expo 
sure station I] exceeds a certain length. If identity is 
lacking. the comparator 25 produces an output signal 
which on the one hand is sent to an error detector 27, 
which actuates an optical or an acoustic display unit 28. 
and on the other hand to a logic 29, which as indicated 
by the broken arrow 30, affects the feed of the docu 
ments and automatically stops the entire installation. 
The frame 31 shows that the components 20 to 27 and 
29 have been combined into one unit. 

Reference numeral 32 indicates a terminal which 
effects a manual operation of the setting and stepping 
logic 19, so that at the start of filming, the paging num 
ber can be set and also if required arbitrary adjustments 
to the paging number can be made. 
A further light barrier formed by a light source 33 

and a photocell 34, into the path of which a stud 35 of 
the hammer 7 projects, ensures that the paging number 
set in the stamping unit 9 including the check digit is 
transferred by the action of the hammer to the docu~ 
ment 1. The signal issued from photocell 34 is supplied 
to the logic 29, so that if a corresponding error occurs, 
the installation will also be stopped. 
Below the second example of an inventive chaotic 

microfilming process for documents is explained in 
more detail on the basis shown in FIG. 2. 

Via an input terminal 101, special data of a single 
document 102 are sent to a mass computer 103, which 
optionally with the addition of further data already 
stored in connection with the document determines a 
code for the document 102. This contains, apart from 
other data a corresponding computer address and a 
check digit computed in accordance with a certain 
modulus from said code. From mass computer 103 the 
code with the check digit is sent to a code printer 104. 
which prints the code and the check digit directly on 
the document, or is passed with a punch or on a corre 
sponding sticker which is attached to the document. As 
a rule the code is also printed in visually readable clear 
text, i.e. letters and/or numbers as well as in an easily 
readable form for the scanner, e.g. as a line code. The 
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6 
document with the code therein is then collected with 
other correspondingly coded documents and is led as a 
stack 105 to the micro?lming means. 
From the stack 105 documents in unordered selection 

are fed, by an intake not shown, individually and con 
secutively to a laser scanner 106, wherein they pass a 
light barrier which is formed by light 107 and a photo 
cell 108. The output signal of photocell 108 arrive via a 
control circuit 109 with adjustable time delay at the 
laser scanner 106, which reads the code on the docu 
ment. The code is then grasped by a force-feed not 
shown in the drawing and is transported before the 
shutter of a camera 111 along the broken line B which 
indicates the path of the document. Camera 111 con 
tains a schematically shown blip setter 112 within it, 
consisting of a brie?y illuminable light source and a 
corresponding lens, while said blip setter 112 sets a blip 
on the ?lm 113 next to the photograph of the respective 
document 102, which makes possible in the manner 
known per se the location of the image [address] on 
the ?lm when the document is again sought. 
The control of the camera shutter 110 and the actua 

tion of the blip setter 112 are done by a further light 
barrier which is formed of a light source 114 and a 
photoelement 115. The output signal of photoelement 
115 is fed to the input of a comparator 116. The output 
signal obtained from the laser scanner 106 is fed to a 
check digit computer 117. The check digit computer 
117, via a check digit input 118, which as indicated by 
the line 119 can optionally be controlled by the mass 
computer directly, is then adjusted to the algorithm 
used in the computer for the determination of the check 
digits, so that it is able to check the code read by the 
laser scanner 106 for its correctness. This checking to 
ensure that the check digit read from the document can 
forms to a predetermined model, i.e., defined by the check 
digit determination algorithm applied to the code read by 
the scanner, may be referred to as a plausibility check 
operation. The corresponding output signal of the check 
digit computer 117 is fed via an adjustable delay mem 
ber 120 to a further input of the comparator 116. 

If the signal fed from the photoelement 115 to the 
comparator 116 and the signal fed from the check digit 
computer 117 via the delay member 120 to comparator 
115 arrive coincidentally and the signal supplied from 
check digit computer 117 simultaneously shows that the 
code has been read correctly, comparator 116 sends a 
control signal which via the delay circuit 121 actuates 
the shutter 110 and the blip setter 112. Otherwise an 
error display signal is fed from the comparator 116 to a 
feed- and error display control 122. The feed and error 
display control actuates an optical or an acoustic dis 
play unit 123 as well as a further logic not shown, which 
as indicated by the broken arrow 124, affects the feed of 
the documents and automatically stops the entire unit. 
The control signal coming from the delay circuit 121 

and/or feedback signal of blip setter 112 are further fed 
to a blip counter 125 and to an intermediate memory 126 
connected thereto. A linkage circuit 127 is operatively 
connected with the intermediate memory 126, as well as 
via a delay circuit 128 with the further intermediate 
memory 129, which stores temporarily from the code 
signal checked by the check digit computer 117 at least 
the computer address thereof. 
The delay circuit 128 compensates for the time 

elapsed between the reading of the code and the expo 
sure process in the camera 111 for the same document. 
so that it is ascertained that the image [address found] 
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location designated by the blip number of the document 
also corresponds to the corresponding computer ad 
dress of the relevant document. The image address to be 
output by the linkage circuit 12 7, can be supplemented by 
further data, e. g. by the reel number of the ?lm, the date 
of ?lming etc., which are fed in via a terminal for the 
input of data 130 in the linkage circuit 127. The code 
signal stored with respect to at least the computer ad 
dress in the intermediate memory 129 [which is con 
nected] is combined in the linkage circuit 127 with the 
blip count value from intermediate memory 126 to form 
the image address signal, which is then fed as shown by 
the line [31] 13] to the mass computer 103, which 
then stores the image address so that it can be recalled 
with or via the code. Frame 132 means that the 
components 117, 118, 120, 122, 125-130 have been 
combined into one unit. 

1. Process for the chaotic ?lming of documents in 
which the documents in an unordered sequence are pro 
vided with a ?rst code having at least an address portion 
and then [in unordered sequence] are ?lmed with the 
application of a blip pulse code other than said ?rst code. 
characterized in that of the ?rst code applied on the 
document respectively guided for ?lming at least 
[the] said address portion is detected and is intermedi 
ately stored, in that the blip pulse codes exposed on ?lm 
are detected and continuously added to obtain a number 
for each blip pulse code and in that the number of the blip 
pulse code corresponding to [the] an image of [the] a 
respective document [of the pulse code] and the 
address portion of the ?rst code are jointly stored as 
[the] an image address, in which said documents are 
paged in unordered sequence in a paging member and 
are then ?lmed with allocation of [a] said blip pulse 
code. characterized in that [ofthe] saidpaging member 
has a numeral sequence set [in the paging member at 
least the] therein, which numeral sequence includes ?g 
ures corresponding to [the image address] a location of 
on image of a document on the [rspective] respective 
?lm. [are] said numeral sequence being transferred to 
said document from said paging member and comprising a 
part of said address portion which is stored. [in that the 
blip pulses exposed on the rspective ?lm are continu 
ously registered, added up. and intermediately stored] 
and in that when exposing the ?lm with the respective 
document. the numeral sequence transferred to it from 
the paging member is compared with respect to the 
[image address] said figures of said numeral sequence 
with the [blip] number of the blip pulse code corre 
sponding to this image for identity. 

2. Process according to claim 1, characterized in that 
the documents are [force-led] force-fed between the 
paging member and [the] a camera taking the ?lm. 

3. Process according to claim 1, characterized in that 
when identity is lacking between the [numerical] fig 
are: of the numeral sequence transferred from the pag 
ing member [with respect to the image address] and 
the [blip] number ofthe blip pulse code ordinarily cor 
responding to this image, the ?lming process is automat' 
ically interrupted. 

4. Process according to claim 3, characterized in that 
the type of the error arising in paging and ?lming is 
displayed visually or acoustically. 

5. Process according to claim 1, characterized in that 
when identity is lacking between the [numerical] fig 
ures of the numeral sequence transferred from the pag 
ing member [with respect to the image address] and 
the [blip] number ofthe blip pulse code ordinarily cor 
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8 
responding to this image, the corresponding document 
is separately ejected and/or is marked showing the 
operator that for that document new paging and ?lming 
must be carried out. 

6. Process according to claim 1, characterized in that 
[the] insertion of the paged document in the camera is 
checked, and in that the application of the blip pulse 
code on the ?lm is only effected when a document is 
present. 

7. Process according to claim 6, characterized in that 
when [the] a subsequent document fails to arrive in 
the camera within a predetermined interval in time, the 
?lming process is automatically interrupted. 

8. Process according to claim [1] 3, wherein [the] 
when resuming the ?lming process a paging counter in 
said paging member is moved ahead depending on the 
total number of blips applied on the ?lm. 

9. Process according to claim 1, wherein the [numer 
ical sequenceneeded for documentation and] numeral 
sequence set in the paging member is fed to a computer, 
which derives from it a [digit] check digit, which is 
additionally paged on said document. 

10. Process according to claim 9, wherein said check 
digit is subsequently detected and wherein the detection of 
the [digit] check digit and [the] adjustment of the 
[paging number] numeral sequence are controlled by 
[the] said computer which determines the [digit] 
check digit. 

11. Process according to claim 1, characterized in 
that [the] application of [the] an adjusted [paging 
number] numeral sequence on the respective document 
is checked before [it] the respective document is trans 
ported onwards. 

12. Process for the chaotic ?lming of documents in 
which the documents are provided with a ?rst code and 
then ?lmed in unordered sequence with a camera under 
simultaneous allocation of a pulse code. wherein said 
?rst code is read from a given document and then con 
veyed to a computer together with [the] a pulse code 
[of said] value corresponding to a location on a ?lm of an 
image [address to a computer] ofsaid given document, 
characterized in that the ?lming of said documents is 
done with a time delay as compared to reading said ?rst 
code, that said ?rst code is subjected to a plausibility 
[control] check regarding a predetermined model after 
it has been read and during the delay period, and 
that the [plausibility-controlled] plausibility-checked 
?rst code controls [the] at least one of (i) release of said 
pusle code [release and/or the] (ii) release of [the] a 
shutter of said camera [shutter and/or the] and (iii) 
transport of said document [transport]. 

13. Process according to claim 12. characterized in 
that said transport of said documents is checked from 
the position at which said ?rst code is being read until 
the position desired for taking the picture in the camera 
is reached. 

14. Process according to claim 13, wherein said first 
code is read at a processing station, said process being 

60 further characterized in that the documents are forcibly 
guided between [the] said processing station reading 
the ?rst code and the camera photographing the docu 
ments. 

15. Process according to claim 12, characterized in 
that the pulse code is only applied to the ?lm when 
between [detection] reading of the ?rst code and the 
arrival of the document to be ?lmed in said camera. a 
certain time interval has elapsed. 
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16. Process according to claim 12, characterized in 
that the ?lming process is automatically interrupted 
when after the lapse of a certain interval no pulse code 
has been issued, or when the plausibility check deter 
mines the read first code [checked has been proven] to 
be wrong. 

17. Process according to claim 16, characterized in 
that the type of error occurring during ?lming is dis 
played visually or acoustically and/or that the corre 
sponding document is ejected. 

18. Process according to claim 12. wherein said pulse 
codes are added and the added pulse codes are combined 
with signals which identify a ?lm number and/or date 
for other ?lm parameters, to form an image address. 

19. Process according to claim 12, characterized in 
that the shutter release and/or the application of said 
pulse code are checked and that the [image address] 
pulse code value together with the ?rst code [is] are 
only fed to the computer after these steps have been 
effected. 

20. Process according to claim 12, characterized in 
that said ?rst code is allocated to the document by a 
computer containing in its memory said ?rst code to 
gether with further data, if necessary, so that said ?rst 
code, provided it is read, contains [the] a storage 
address in that computer, that at least said storage ad 
dress is read when reading said ?rst code and that said 
?rst code is linked with said pulse code [of said image 
address] value. fed to the computer by means of that 
part of said ?rst code containing said storage address, 
and then stored at the storage address of said ?rst code. 

21. Process according to claim 20, wherein the 
[image address] pulse code value is intermediately 
stored before its addition to the computer address. 

22. Process according to claim 12, characterized in 
that said pulse code is formed by blip pulses which are 
continuously added. 

23. Process according to claim 12, characterized in 
that the ?rst code contains a bar code. 

24. Process according to claim 12, characterized in 
that the reading of the ?rst code is effected by means of 
a scanner. 

25. Process according to claim 24, wherein said scan 
ner is a laser scanner. 

26. Device for chaotic ?lming of documents which 
are provided with a ?rst code, comprising a camera 
(111) which is ?tted with a device (112) for selectively 
issuing a pulse code recordable on the ?lm, a force feed 
for the documents to be ?lmed, a scanner (106) in front 
of said camera (111) which reads the ?rst code on said 
document (102), a check computer (117) to which sig 
nals from the scanner (106) are fed, said check computer 
controlling a device for actuating said camera (111) 
and/or the device (112) for the selective issuing of a 
pulse code and feeding a signal to a ?rst intermediate 
memory (129) connected to the check computer (117), a 
second intermediate memory (126) which adds up the 
pulse codes recorded on the ?lm, and a linkage circuit 
(127) which inks incoming signals from the ?rst and 
second intermediate memories (129, 126) and conveys 
them to a computer (103) for being stored in it. 

27. Device according to claim 26, in which the com 
puter (103) sets the ?rst code allocating at the same time 
to it [plausibility criteria to] a given model for check 
ing the plausibility of said first code upon reading said ?rst 
code. 

28. Device according to claim 26, characterized by a 
delay circuit (120) via which the signal delivered by the 
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scanner (106) after being checked by the check com 
puter (117) is feedable to a comparator (116) to which 
further a light barrier (114,115) in the path of the docu 
ment in its imaging position in the camera (111) is con 
nected so that the output signal of said comparator (116) 
controls the shutter (110) of the camera and/or the 
device (112) for the issue of the pulse code and/or the 
transport means (124) for the documents (102). 

29. Device according to claim 28, characterized in 
that between the comparator (116) and the shutter and 
/or the device (112) for the issue of a pulse code, a delay 
member (121) is interposed. 

30. Device according to claim 26, characterized in 
that said scanner (106) is a laser scanner and/or the code 
contains a bar code. 

31. Device according to claim 26 ,wherein the device 
(112) for the issue of the pulse code contains an intermit 
tently operable light source for the issue of blip pulses 
on the ?lm. 

32. Device according to claim 26, wherein an adjust 
able delay member (128) is interposed between the ?rst 
intermediate memory (129) and the linkage circuit 
(127). 

33. A device for the chaotic ?lming of documents in 
which the documents in unordered sequence are pro 
vided with a ?rst code including an address portion and 
then [in unordered sequence] are ?lmed with the 
application of a blip pulse code other than said ?rst code at 
an exposure station, said device including paging means 
for paging said documents in accordance with a numeral 
sequence including image address information corre 
sponding to [the image address] a location of an image 
of a document on the respective ?lm, first memory 
means for intermediately storing said image address 
information, ?lming means for ?lming said documents 
with the allocation of [a] said blip pulse code, second 
memory means for continuously registering, adding up 
[and intermediately storing] the blip [pulses] pulse 
codes exposed on the respective ?lm to obtain a blip pulse 
number and for intermediate/y storing the blip pulse mem 
ber, comparison means for, when exposing the ?lm with 
the respective document, comparing said image address 
information with the blip pulse number corresponding 
to a particular image for identity, and means for jointly 
storing the blip pulse number corresponding to the 
image of the respective document [of the pulse code] 
and the address portion of the ?rst code as an image 
address, said device further including an adjustable time 
delay member switched in between the first memory 
means and the [intermediate] second memory means 
when the path for the documents between the paging 
means and the exposure station exceeds a certain length, 
said comparison means including a comparator for the 
comparison of signals fed at certain time intervals to 
said ?rst memory means or to said [intermediate] sec 
ond memory means, and wherein said paging means in 
cludes an adjustment device for adjusting said numeral 
sequence and said device further including a counter for 
the automatic adjustment of the next consecutive pag 
ing number which is operatively connected with the 
adjustment device of said paging [member] means. 

34. Device according to claim 33. further comprising 
a computer for the determination of a check digit from 
the [numerical] numeral sequence set in the paging 
[member] means, and a control circuit connected to 
said computer for actuating an additional numerical 
wheel in said paging [member] means. 
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35. A process for the chaotic ?lming of documents, com 
prising the steps of" providing documents with a ?rst code; 
?lming said documents while simultaneously applying 
image markings to the ?lm,‘ forming a document-identi? 
ing address identifying each said document from the re 
spective ?rst code: continuously counting said image mark 
ings and storing the result of said count as an image ad 
dress in association with said document-identi?n'ng ad 
dress: said process further comprising. when forming each 
new image address. the step of comparing at least a portion 
of said image address other than said document-identifying 
address with at least a portion of said document~identifying 
address for comformity. 

36. The process of claim 35, wherein said step of provid 
ing said documents with a ?rst code comprises applying 
said ?rst code to said documents with a paging device or as 
a bar code. 

3 7. The process of claim 36, wherein said providing step 
is performed at a paging station and said ?lming step is 
performed at a ?lming station. said process further com 
prising force -feeding said documents between said paging 
and ?lming stations. 

38. The process of claim 36, further comprising the step 
of checking the feeding of a document from said paging 
station to said ?lming station and recording said image 
markings on said ?lm only if a document is present at said 
?lming station. 

39. The process of claim 38. further comprising the step 
of automatically interrupting the ?lming process when a 
next document does not arrive at said ?lming station 
within a predetermined time interval. 

40. The process of claim 36. wherein said providing step 
further comprises incrementing said paging device for each 
document to correspond to the total number of image 
markings applied to said ?lm. 

4]. The process of claim 36. wherein said paging device 
generates a plurality of digits to be applied to each docu 
ment. said process further comprising the step of providing 
said plurality of digits to check digit generation means for 
generating a check digit. and applying said check digit to 
said document with said plurality of digits. 

42. The process of claim 35. further comprising the step 
of visually or acoustically displaying the type of error and 
/or interrupting the ?lming process when a lack of confor 
mity is detected in said comparing step. 

43. A process for the chaotic filming of documents. com 
prising the steps of' providing documents with a veri?able 
?rst code; reading said ?rst code from each document; 
checking the read ?rst code to veri?r that it has been accu 
rately read.‘ ?lming said documents while simultaneously 
applying image markings to the ?lm; forming a document 
identifying address identifying each said document from its 
respective ?rst code; continuously counting said image 
markings.‘ and forming an image address by combining the 
result of said count with said document-identifying ad 
dress,‘ wherein at least one of said ?lming step or said 
forming step is performed only if said checking step indi 
cates no error in said ?rst code. 

44. The process of claim 43 wherein said step of provid 
ing said documents with a ?rst code comprises applying 
said ?rst code to said documents with a paging device or as 
a bar code. 

45. The process of claim 43, reading step is performed at 
a reading station and said ?lming step is performed at a 
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?lming station. said process further comprising force-feed 
ing said documents between said reading and ?lming sta 
ttons. 

46. The process of claim 45. further comprising the step 
of checking the feeding of a document from said reading 
station to said ?lming station and recording said image 
markings on said ?lm only if a document is present at said 
?lming station. 

47. The process of claim 43. further comprising the step 
of automatically interrupting the ?lming process when a 
next document does not arrive at said ?lming station 
within a predetermined time interval. 

48. The process of claim 43. wherein said ?rst code is 
allocated to a document by a computer, said process fur 
ther comprising the step of feeding said document-iden tifv 
ing address to said computer together with said image 
address for storage in said computer together with said ?rst 
code. 

49. The process of claim 48, wherein said step of applying 
an image marking to said document is performed only if a 
predetermined time has elapsed between the reading of said 
?rst code and the arrival of said document at a camera for 
said ?lming step. 

50. The process of claim 43, further comprising the step 
of automatically interrupting said ?lming process when no 
image marking is issued for a predetermined period of time 
or when an error is detected in said ?rst code in said check 
ing step. 

51. The process of claim 43. further comprising the step 
of visually or acoustically displaying the type of error and 
/or interrupting the ?lming process when an error is de 
tected in said checking step. 

52. The process of claim 4 7. further comprising the step 
of visually or acoustically displaying the type of error and 
/or interrupting the ?lming process when an error is de 
tected in said checking step or when a document has not 
arrived at said ?lming station for a predetermined period 
of time. 

53. An apparatus for the chaotic filming of documents. 
comprising: a computer (103) for allocating a ?rst code for 
each of a plurality of documents; scanning means (106) for 
scanning the ?rst code from each document; checking 
means (117) for verifying the accuracy of output signals 
from said scanner,‘ a camera (I l l) for ?lming said docu 
ments and equipped with image marking means (112) for 
simultaneously applying image markings to the ?lm,‘ a 
force-feed (124) for feeding the documents from said scan 
ning means to said camera.‘ a ?rst intermediate memory 
(129) for storing output signals form said scanning means; 
counting means (125) for continuously counting said image 
markings; a second intermediate memory (126) for storing 
the result of said count.‘ 0 gating circuit (127) for linking 
signals from said ?rst and second intermediate memories 
to form an image address and for forwarding said image 
address to said computer for storage; and means (116) for 
interrupting the operation of at least a portion of said appa 
ratus if an error is detected by said checking means. 

54. The apparatus of claim 53, wherein said computer 
(103) allocates a check digit to said first code, and wherein 
said checking means (ll 7) calculates a check digit from 
said ?rst code detected by said scanner (I06) and compares 
it to the check digit detected by said scanner. 
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